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In a Salon article published six days before the election 
of the forty-fifth president of the United States, Steve 
Almond warned that Donald Trump will be a “child 
king” if elected, a prospect he suggests is far more 
frightening than our worst imaginings about a Trump 
presidency. The hyperbole speaks volumes about how 
the figure of the child is constructed in American 
culture. Not only is the child here constructed as 
immature, clueless, impulsive, and sexually perverse 
but also as a subject that cannot maintain complete 
For all his strongman rhetoric, a President Trump would be much more likely to function as a figurehead. 
 He’s simply unequipped—intellectually and temperamentally—to be anything more. He has no 
clue how governance actually works, no interest in policy and no attention span. He doesn’t even have 
ideas. He has, at most, impulses. 
 The notion that Trump would play any serious role in formulating policy objectives or seeking to 
shepherd them through the legislative process is absurd. . . . 
 If he does make it to the White House, Trump will assume the role of a child king, allowed to dress 
up for state dinners, issue decrees and ogle the wives of foreign leaders. . . . 
 Ultimately, Trump represents the most perilous qualities one can imagine in a potential leader: 
sloth, grandiosity, ignorance and a towering arrogance that allows him to indulge in childish cruelties.
 –Steve Almond, “Worse Than Your Worse Fears: Donald Trump Won’t Be a Tyrant—He’ll Be a  
 Child King, Which is Far More Frightening”
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control over his life: Trump will only be allowed to 
dress up, issue decrees, and ogle the wives of foreign 
leaders; likewise, “[s]ome poor lawyer would have to 
explain to Trump, gently, that he couldn’t actually do” 
the things he has declared he will do should he be 
elected—setting off nuclear weapons, for example, or 
“stealing oil from sovereign nations and forcing NATO 
countries to pay the U.S. protection money” (Almond). 
The problem, of course, is that as president Trump 
could do many of the things he has promised, a fact 
conspicuously absent from Almond’s article and yet 
one that might make the spectre of Trump as child king 
truly horrifying. Ramping up the terror of this spectre is 
Trump’s own confidence in his intelligence: his brain 
is one that “knows more than the generals” (Almond). 
Almond’s use of the child-king trope paints a picture 
of Trump as a lazy, grandiose, ignorant, arrogant, and 
overconfident dictator who will “indulge in childish 
cruelties” as president. 
This image of Trump recalls the teenage king of 
HBO’s Game of Thrones: Joffrey Baratheon (Jack 
Gleeson; see fig. 1) does whatever he wants to 
whomever he wants, no matter the consequences, but, 
paradoxically perhaps, given his own vulnerability 
as an adolescent ruler, he reserves his worst cruelties 
for those even more vulnerable than him, especially 
young, unmarried women. If he is “childish,” it is 
because he carries many of the markers we associate 
with white male childhood in North America, the same 
markers that Almond attributes to Trump: he neither 
knows nor cares how governance actually works; he 
has a short attention span; and he is impulsive and 
overindulged, not to mention lazy, ignorant, and 
arrogant. From his first appearance in season 1 until 
his untimely death in season 4, Joffrey remains—to 
borrow Almond’s words about Trump—a “blustering 
adolescent, incapable of moral reasoning, of discerning 
between his feelings and the facts.” Will Trump, as 
Almond warns us, be a real-life Joffrey, all the more 
frightening because he resembles the child? Is it really 
Trump’s childishness that makes the prospect of him as 
president so frightening to his detractors? Does likening 
Trump to a “child king” highlight the danger of a Trump 
presidency in important ways? What do we gain by 
supplementing “king” with “child”? Why rely on the 
construct of child at all in our efforts to show that a 
man who has become known for his xenophobia is 
unfit to be a world leader? 
I want to tell a second story in my own post-US 
election attempt to introduce our Winter issue, one 
in which the figure of the child is called up in a very 
different way but with the same objective as Almond’s, 
namely, to de-legitimate Trump. During her speech 
on 13 October 2016 in Manchester, New Hampshire, 
Michelle Obama denounced the “hurtful, hateful 
language about women” that had come to characterize 
the election. Although she never actually named 
Trump, Obama clearly reserved special ire for his lewd 
Figure 1: Joffrey Baratheon (played by Jack Gleeson) in the HBO TV show Game of Thrones.
Figure 2: The 8 November 2016 edition of the Hamburger Morgenpost.  
Reprinted with permission from Hamburger Morgenpost.
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remarks about sexual assault, which had resurfaced  
on 7 October.1 Implicitly responding to the Republican 
candidate’s characterization of the remarks as “locker 
room banter,” she rightly insisted that the comments 
cannot be so easily dismissed: “This was a powerful 
individual speaking freely and openly about sexually 
predatory behavior, and actually bragging about  
kissing and groping women, using language so 
obscene that many of us were worried about our 
children hearing it when we turn on the TV.” This was 
the first of three references Obama made to children. 
She made the second not long after, when she once 
again expressed concern about the effects of Trump’s 
misogyny on children:
Because consider this: If all of this is painful to us 
as grown women, what do you think this is doing 
to our children? What message are our little girls 
hearing about who they should look like, how they 
should act? What lessons are they learning about 
their value as professionals, as human beings, 
about their dreams and aspirations? And how is this 
affecting men and boys in this country?
Obama’s third reference to children occurred just 
seconds later, when she recounted a story told to her 
about a six-year-old’s reaction to seeing Trump on the 
news: “And the little boy, out of the blue, said, ‘I think 
Hillary Clinton will be President.’ And his mom said, 
‘Well, why do you say that?’ And this little six-year-old 
said, ‘Because the other guy called someone a piggy, 
and,’ he said, ‘you cannot be President if you call 
someone a piggy.’” The point of this story for Obama is 
that it proves that “even a six-year-old knows better.” 
That is, a six-year-old knows that someone who aspires 
to the highest office in government does not engage 
in vulgar name-calling. Therefore, if someone running 
for president does engage in such vulgarity, then it 
stands to reason that they cannot be president. Even 
a six-year-old knows that one must act the adult to 
be a serious contender for the US Presidency. Obama 
then recasts conventional notions of masculinity to 
de-legitimate Trump further, arguing that “strong men—
men who are truly role models—don’t need to put 
down women to make themselves feel powerful.” As 
with Almond’s article, the political force of Obama’s 
speech relies on a particular construction of adulthood 
as much as it does a particular construction of 
childhood: in her view, adults are respectful of women; 
they are decent, strong, and compassionate. Unlike 
Almond, however, Obama also imagines the real child 
on the other side of Trump’s failed adulthood—the 
child who witnesses and is influenced by the fully 
grown yet child-like Trump. This is the child who can 
be harmed by Trump, the child whose development 
can be stunted by the wrong kinds of messages. 
Attesting to the contradictions that permeate North 
American constructions of childhood, the child whom 
ˇ
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Michelle Obama imagines is negatively affected  
by Trump is also the child who knows better. Should  
it not stand to reason that the child who knows is  
the child who is unlikely to be harmed by Trump’s 
failed performance of adulthood? The child king—
or rather, following Satadru Sen’s work on colonial 
childhoods, the anti-child2—is a threat because he  
or she exposes the very constructions of childhood  
and adulthood and the grand narrative of progress 
these states imply. Trump proves that growing up  
does not necessarily entail a movement from a 
primitive to a civilized state. The spectre of Trump  
as child king is frightening because he is a ruler 
who, in never having grown up, has not become 
civilized. He is nothing more than a bully, all the more 
dangerous because, as ruler, he cannot be reined in. 
A wayward president is one who puts Americans in 
peril. Indeed, a number of Trump’s detractors have 
cited recklessness as one of his primary and most 
dangerous qualities. Implicit in their own fearful and 
anxious discourse is a culturally embedded fear and 
anxiety around childhood itself. Trump’s refusal to 
mind the boundary that neatly and artificially divides 
the child from the adult in American culture threatens 
chaos and disorder. Many adult commentators react by 
reinvigorating the Romantic child and projecting onto 
it their own pain, fear, and repugnance.
I am not defending Trump. What interests me is how 
the child is evoked during tumultuous political times 
such as these to define and give meaning to civility.3 
The Trump-child functions as a foil that sublimates the 
ideal child who stands to suffer in the ongoing drama 
around the election of the forty-fifth US President. 
The actual child called up by Almond’s child king 
and Obama’s speech is the “good” child that eagerly 
imbibes normative adult judgments. The bad child 
of Almond’s article and Obama’s speech is the “bad 
seed” that betrays childhood by refusing to re-enact its 
normative script. This is the child who surprises us, the 
one we do not expect because it refuses to abide by 
the narrative of progress that props up constructions of 
childhood and adulthood. Returning briefly to Game of 
Thrones, the contradiction between Joffrey’s adolescent 
body and the cruelties he inflicts is disturbing because 
this is not how children are expected to behave: 
the child is supposed to be the good child, that is, 
the pliable, non-threatening child. Mocking our 
presumptions, Joffrey is everything but the good child 
in his refusal to be regulated, disciplined, or controlled, 
and in his passion for inflicting the worst kinds of 
cruelties on others.
In Bad Seeds and Holy Terrors: The Child Villains of 
Horror Film, Dominic Lennard argues that the power 
of the bad seed lies precisely in its ability to recall 
the good child: “Cinema’s evil child we don’t expect 
is one whose cunning, sadism, or menace implicitly 
references the child we do, the child we believe in” 
(10). The child we expect and believe in is most explicit 
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in Obama’s speech, but it also haunts Almond’s article 
since the bad child-Trump implicitly references the 
good children who will be in peril should he rule the 
way he has campaigned. The battle over the forty-fifth 
US presidency is not so much a battle of childhoods as 
a battle of adulthoods, and the prize is the future that 
children themselves are expected to realize. As many 
made clear during the election, children’s ability to 
realize the future is dependent both on good adult role 
models and laws and policies that help children—all 
children—to succeed. The real problem with Trump has 
nothing to do with his childishness and everything to do 
with his failure to be the kind of man good Americans 
can respect—the kind of man that respects women and 
children alike. In other words, it is not that Trump is not 
an adult, or even that he is a bad adult, but that he is the 
wrong kind of adult.
 Lurking beneath all of this is not just fear and 
anxiety around children and the future they are 
expected to realize but fear and anxiety around 
socioeconomic class. Much has been said about the 
“redneck,” “hillbilly,” and “white trash” Americans who 
form the majority of Trump’s supporters.4 Part of what 
is at stake in this drama is that someone who does not 
behave with the courtesy and politeness that even a 
six-year-old recognizes as proper civil behaviour in 
an establishment that upholds urban, middle-class 
American values will take up residence in the White 
House. Trump not only too closely resembles the 
ill-mannered, misogynist, and casually cruel Joffrey 
but also the rural, blustering, inarticulate rednecks 
that provide the stuff of horror in films such as Wrong 
Turn and I Spit On Your Grave. Strengthening this 
association between Trump and the horrifying spectre 
of the lower classes are the numerous references 
to clowns that pepper commentaries about Trump 
online: a simple Google search for “Trump and clown” 
yields 23,900,000 hits. On the day of the election, 
the Hamburg newspaper Morgenpost capitalized on 
the Creepy Clown Craze5 that began to spread from 
the U.S. to Canada, Europe, Australia, New Zealand, 
Singapore, and Latin America earlier this year by 
begging, “Bitte nicht den Horror-Clown!” (see fig. 
2), a headline that many celebrated as one of the 
best responses to Trump’s bid for the presidency. The 
image of Trump as a horror-clown is just as horrifying 
as Almond’s child king, more so when one considers 
the extent to which horror capitalizes on the figure of 
the clown, which enjoys a longstanding association 
with the anarchic, the irreverent, and the lower classes 
on the one hand, and with children and children’s 
play on the other. Lennard points out that the horror 
film frequently represents children’s culture “as a 
sinister and liminal aesthetic, a cutesy façade for 
the concealment of delirium or violence” (16). Just 
as the perpetually smiling and seemingly innocuous 
clown might be seen to signal a sinister sociopathy, 
children’s toys, texts, and other paraphernalia can 
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be creepy in the extreme facade of innocence they 
present. One could argue that the Trump horror-clown 
that now faces us on the morning news mocks our 
casual dismissal of a discourteous, unmannerly, and 
childishly innocuous presidential candidate. In a Slate 
article published a day after the election, Franklin Foer 
reminds us that although Trump’s campaign started out 
looking like a bad reality TV show starring a buffoon 
whom few of us could take seriously, that facade was 
quickly abandoned as Trump “morphed into a darker, 
more resentful figure.” Yet the image of the clown or 
the buffoon so ably captures both the “horrifyingly 
empowered and utterly unassimilable” (Lennard 16) 
and the ease with which we were so easily tricked into 
believing that the more civil candidate would win. The 
man now facing us as the President-Elect, against all 
logic, is the smug, fully empowered brute that we must 
now take seriously.
Among the few antidotes to the rash of anger that 
has accompanied Trump’s win are the newly revised 
post-election Barack Obama-Joe Biden memes, what 
A. J. Willingham calls “nerdy presidential revenge fan 
fiction.” Yet here too the child remains at the centre: 
Biden is depicted as childishly scheming about the 
kinds of tricks he can play on Trump to make his entry 
into the White House on 20 January 2017 as annoying 
as possible, while Obama—always frozen in the role 
of the poised and diplomatic adult6—gently chides him 
for being immature: “Joe, no,” “Joe, please,”  
“Joe. . . . .” This spectre of childishness is at a far 
remove from Joffrey’s casual cruelties: this is a picture 
of a vice president whose suggested pranks, many 
of them mockeries of Trump’s xenophobia, signal a 
humane and caring attitude to the body politic:
cmon you gotta print a fake birth certificate, put it 
in an envelope labeled “SECRET” and leave it in the 
oval office desk
or
What if we paint the Mexican flag in the office? 
(Willingham)
The Biden/Obama bromance paints a playful and 
innocuous picture of the current US government that 
is starkly at odds with the dystopia many expect Trump 
and Vice President-Elect Mike Pence to usher in as 
they settle into the White House. In fact, Trump/Pence 
is being imagined as a reversal of Obama/Biden, with 
Trump playing the role of a petulant child that must 
have his way at all costs and Pence the adult who will 
keep him in line. Once again, Trump functions as a 
foil, not for the actual child this time but for President 
Barack Obama, effectively investing Obama with the 
kind of virtue one reserves for an outgoing leader 
whose poise and diplomacy mark him as the right 
kind of adult and therefore as an appropriate choice. 
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Perhaps nowhere else in this drama is the contradictory construction 
of the child as simultaneously innocuous and recklessly harmful 
more evident than in these clashing portraits of the current President/
VP and the President-/VP-Elect. Once again the child functions either 
to ramp up the horror of a Trump presidency or to reassure Americans 
that Trump is simply too much of a child to be capable of governing. 
Meanwhile, Michelle Obama’s six-year-old, the one who knows 
better, waits in the wings for an opportunity to rear his knowing head 
once again. This child—always available when adults are behaving 
badly—seems to have lost traction with Trump’s win, which has led 
to broad circulation of the Trump-as-child and Trump-as-a-danger-to-
the-child tropes. Haunting both is the child many really want to see: 
the child that is small, lost, overwhelmed, and utterly humiliated by 
the other adults in the room.
The desire to transform Trump into the innocuous child that can 
do no real harm is reflected in characterizations of him as something 
in between Almond’s child king and Michelle Obama’s childish man: 
an immature albeit reluctant leader. In an article in The Guardian,  
for example, Dave Eggers tells of one bus driver’s response to  
Trump’s win: 
“Yeah, I was surprised on Tuesday, too,” he said. “But I almost feel 
sorry for Trump. I don’t think he thought he’d actually win. You 
see him sitting next to Obama at the Oval Office? He looked like 
a child.”
That Trump is actually as small and reluctantly presidential as 
he appears next to Obama during his visit to the White House is 
undeniably wishful thinking, yet this characterization of Trump had 
The desire to transform 
Trump into the innocuous 
child that can do no 
real harm is reflected in 
characterizations of him 
as something in between 
Almond’s child king 
and Michelle Obama’s 
childish man . . . .
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become popular during the election campaign7 and 
has gained more traction since Trump’s win, as those 
opposed to a Trump presidency desperately attempt  
to replace Trump-the-horror-clown with the harmlessly 
childish Trump. This is the Trump who presumably  
never wanted to be president, and now that he  
realizes he is in over his head, will submit to being 
gently guided by a real adult. Whatever we do, we  
must take care not to upset the petulant little boy,  
who, borrowing Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s 
admittedly “crude analogy” (her words), has just  
been given “a very sophisticated car to drive” after 
throwing a temper tantrum. Significantly, though, 
Adichie recognizes that just because his childish 
behaviour has lowered standards to the extent that  
even marginally good behaviour on his part elicits 
praise does not mean that Trump, not to mention his  
VP-Elect, is not dangerous.
There is much more to be said about the drama 
raging around Trump, the way in which the child trope 
detracts from us having to confront the ideologies that 
support our constructions of the child and the adult, 
or how this trope steers many of us away from having 
to take responsibility for the decidedly uncivil ableist, 
sexist, racist, misogynist, transmisogynist, homophobic, 
and transphobic conditions that helped to enable 
Trump’s victory in the first place. Trump did not invent 
incivility; it was already there, lurking within the body 
politic. Trump merely tapped into a longstanding 
stew of toxic hate and resentment. The hate crimes that 
have accompanied Trump’s rise to power, most of them 
targeting immigrants, African Americans, and Muslims 
(Sidahmed), are a testament to how a history of slavery, 
contemporary forms of slavery, and settler colonialism 
continue to shape the United States. Neoliberal policies, 
ideologies, and governance committed to “a natural 
hierarchy of winners and losers” (Monbiot) have not 
helped. As Rinaldo Walcott suggests in Rude, one form 
of resistance to oppressive structures is a different kind of 
incivility, “an engaged insubordination” (7) directed at the 
powers that be. While Walcott proposes such resistance 
in the context of official narrative discourses in Canada 
that exclude “Blackness as constitutive of Canadianness” 
(7), engaged subordination may in fact be an excellent 
strategy for dealing with an American president whose 
campaign was founded on the refusal to admit racialized 
others as constitutive of Americanness. Speaking to the 
futility of subordination, particularly for marginalized 
subjects and those who stand up for them, David 
Palumbo-Liu draws attention to the politics of civility in 
the context of the Salaita affair:8
Now, who gets to determine what “civil” 
behavior and speech is, and what is not? Even as 
administrators espouse the value of “community” 
it is clear that the final arbiters of civility are they 
themselves. And this is what makes signing on to 
civility something one should think twice about—
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civility is in the eye of the powerful. And if one 
believes that it will protect one against homophobic, 
racist, sexist, and emphatic political speech of all 
stripes in an even and “democratic” manner, one 
should first look at the case history of civility, and its 
relation to free speech. 
When fighting the “civilities that grease oppression” 
(Palumbo-Liu) it is often, if not always, necessary to 
practice an engaged insubordination that can appear 
in the eyes of some to lack civility. Palumbo-Liu points 
out that “Salaita’s tweets, protesting in a sharp, biting, 
and passionate manner the killings of over 400 innocent 
Palestinian children and thousands more, were not 
meant to make anyone feel good—they were meant 
to both grieve the dead and call out their murderers.” 
The debates around tone policing that re-emerged with 
some vigour after Trump’s win further highlight how 
important engaged insubordination is in the wake of 
an election during which xenophobic remarks were 
carelessly thrown around with little to no regard for 
those they harmed. In a post on Not Sorry Feminism, 
Lindsey Weedston takes stock of the kind of tone 
policing in which Trump and his followers engaged, 
concluding with the question, “if they [the politicians] 
shirk their duties, why the fuck should we be polite?” 
Engaged subordination, alongside anger and even 
aggression, may be precisely what is required to redress 
the systemic -isms that permeate America. There 
may even be a good argument for demanding more 
children’s books that are less subtle in engaging and 
modelling productive expressions of anger. 
Children’s literature has a history of being rude: 
civility has long been mixed with a healthy dose of 
anarchy in nonsense verse, and picture books that 
celebrate anarchic behaviour abound. Even as children’s 
literature attempts to teach children how to become 
the kind of adult that the six-year-old who knows 
better would recognize as the right kind of president, 
the presence of a critical subtext often gestures to the 
continued need for brash questioning and bold action 
in response to uses of civility designed to repress dissent 
and justify the sustainment of a status quo that benefits 
some and not others. 
Despite their having been written and edited before 
Trump won the election, many pieces in this issue 
intersect with the questions around civility that have 
been swirling around the recent US election. Our 
first article, Patrick Cox’s “The Child Mechanical and 
Adult Anxiety in Children’s Literature and Culture: 
‘Wheels to the Rails!,’” is exemplary in this respect. 
The Trump-child/Pence-adult duo is reflected in many 
of the children’s texts Cox discusses, in which childlike 
yet fast, powerful, and often defiant machines such as 
trains, trucks, airplanes, helicopters, and toasters must 
be gently curtailed, if not by the existence of tracks 
that constrain their movement, then by their “adult” 
counterparts. Cox points out that child mechanicals 
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fall into two main categories, tools and transportation, 
which suggests that their cutesy facades are rooted 
in cultural anxieties about children’s mechanical 
or technological savvy and children’s mobility. The 
locomotive engines, however, belong in both categories; 
their status as mobile tools, combined with the fact that 
they symbolize nostalgia for earlier, supposedly simpler 
times, makes them an ideal focus for Cox’s argument, 
which parses out the implications of “pedomorphism”—
the projection of childlike characteristics onto machines 
that otherwise appear to be adult—for how we 
understand children and childhood.
In “Pinocchio migrant et postcolonial: parcours de 
subjectivation entre Europe centrale, Italie, et Afrique,” 
Chiara Mengozzi recovers a postcolonial reading of 
Carlo Collodi’s 1883 Le avventure di Pinocchio through 
analyses of two very different and thus seemingly 
disparate twenty-first-century adaptations of the story—
Jarmila O  kayová’s novel Occhio a Pinocchio and 
Marco Baliani’s play Pinocchio Nero—both of which 
posit Pinocchio’s metamorphosis from a wooden puppet 
into a real boy as a metaphor for the ever-difficult yet 
empowering negotiations of identity performed by 
marginalized people—foreigners, immigrants, refugees, 
and exiles in the case of O  kayová’s novel, and Nairobi 
street children in the case of Baliani’s play. Occhio a 
Pinocchio establishes a character whose occupation of 
the borderzone between two worlds endows him with 
a double vision that makes the translation of others’ 
stories possible; Pinocchio’s rebirth as a boy, therefore, 
comes to represent his acquisition of narrative power. 
With the support of AMREF Africa, Baliani’s theatrical 
adaptation actually engaged “Chokora,” boys from the 
Dagoretti district of Nairobi, Kenya, relegated to the 
status of things by dint of their poverty and propensity 
to addiction, over the course of two years as part of 
a training course that would form the basis of a play 
to be performed, first in Nairobi and then in Rome 
and Palermo. The use of Le avventure di Pinocchio as 
the source text for the play occurred by chance early 
in the project when one of the boys told the story 
of Pinocchio, inspiring his peers to try on different 
performances of the character. Mengozzi argues that, 
in the hands of O  kayová and the children with whom 
Baliani participated to produce Pinocchio Nero, the 
story of Pinocchio undergoes revisions that illuminate 
the gaps and silences in Collodi’s original.
Hayley R. Crooks’s article, “An Intersectional 
Feminist Review of the Literature on Gendered 
Cyberbullying: Digital Girls,” makes a strong argument 
for intersectional feminist theory and the inclusion of 
girls’ own voices in analyses of cyberbullying. Drawing 
in part on her own participation in a study funded by 
the Status of Women Canada and committed to the 
prevention and elimination of cyberviolence against 
girls and women, Crooks teases out the challenges of 
defining and identifying cyberbullying against earlier, 
now outdated definitions of bullying, and within larger 
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sociopolitical and cultural contexts in which sexism 
has contributed to characterizations of girls’ online 
practices as being fundamentally different from those of 
boys. Academic and popular discourses alike, Crooks 
argues, tend to position girls as either risky or at risk, 
contributing to reductive interpretations of cyberbullying 
when it involves girls. Crooks seeks a theoretical lens 
that empowers girls rather than attempts to confine them 
to restrictive categories, an over-reliance on which in 
some disciplines has meant that girls’ experiences of 
cyberbullying are not well understood.
Enhancing the theme of empowerment in the 
face of oppressive forces in this issue, Julia Anderson 
Boyd argues that the fiction of Brian Doyle develops 
environmental and ecosocial justice themes for the 
benefit of young readers in “Environmental Heroism 
and the Power of Storytelling in the Novels and Papers 
of Brian Doyle: ‘The Infinite Family of Organisms.’” 
Boyd confronts directly the question of didacticism in 
children’s literature, ultimately making an argument 
for Doyle’s “potent pedagogy of ‘Positive Citizenship,’” 
a strategy that avoids explicit didacticism without 
sacrificing pointed invitations to consider the 
entanglement of ecological and social justice. In their 
depiction of young protagonists who become powerful 
and impassioned leaders in their communities and 
help to illuminate paths to diverse forms of ecosocial 
justice, Doyle’s novels do more than engage in 
creative ecocriticism: they signal a desire to cultivate 
ecoliteracy and activism that do not, intentionally or 
otherwise, perform or perpetuate colonialism. Eco-
justice movements in North America must proceed with 
a critical awareness of how Indigenous peoples have 
been dispossessed of their land and with a willingness 
to collaborate with the efforts of Indigenous peoples 
themselves to combat economic, social, political, and 
cultural as well as ecological terrorism. Boyd’s article 
takes on extra importance given ongoing efforts to 
protect land, water, and air in an age of widespread 
pollution and climate change denial. The success of 
the Standing Rock Sioux in North Dakota to re-route a 
pipeline that would have run underneath Lake Oahe 
in early December 2016 suggests that efforts to teach 
and model about the environment might be productive 
in terms of growing activist seeds in upcoming 
generations.9 Novels such as Doyle’s are sorely needed, 
now and in the near future, as we contend with a US 
President who seems determined to roll back the clock 
on the advances made in terms of fighting climate 
change the world over.
Last but not least, Kathleen Forrester’s “Kinship  
and the Queer Perversions of Six-Dinner Sid and Else-
Marie and Her Seven Little Daddies: Imagine  
(Un)Doing Family” advocates “reading queerly,” that 
is, reading with a keen attentiveness to that which lies 
outside the dominant norms. Using as case studies two 
picture books that focus on non-traditional families, 
Forrester theorizes this strategy of reading and points 
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to the possibilities of alternative visions of family and, 
by extension, social life in a world in which everyone, 
but especially those for whom the dominant norms are 
perceived as intolerably oppressive, can live happily. 
The texts that Forrester uses to develop her argument 
already position themselves in opposition to the 
mainstream, but in my opinion the strategy of reading 
she espouses has the potential to expose the gaps and 
silences in mainstream texts as well. Forrester shows 
that when we read them queerly, stories build new, 
revolutionary worlds. Like Mengozzi, she encourages us 
to read against the grain in order to find ways of being 
and seeing that work in the interest of greater inclusivity 
and justice for all.
Included in this issue are three review essays, each 
dealing with a different set of young people’s texts. 
The first is a collaborative review of Aunty Joy Murphy 
and Lisa Kennedy’s picture book Welcome to Country, 
which provides an introduction to the culture of the 
Wurundjeri, an Indigenous people in Australia. Chenoa 
Masters, Jo Lampert, and eight high-school students 
are the co-authors of this piece. As the title of the 
piece suggests, the authors do more than review the 
book; they reflect on the politics of reviewing, taking 
into account the ways in which identity might colour 
one’s reading, particularly when the book is deemed 
culturally different. The second review focuses on the 
Métis, a people of Canada who share an Indigenous and 
European ancestry. Both of the books that Justin Johnson 
and Mary LeMaître review—Louise Tondreau-Levert’s  
Louis Riel and Martine Noël-Maw’s Louis Riel: 
Combattant métis—highlight the importance of this 
hybridity in their introduction to the personal, cultural, 
and social life of Louis Riel, who led two resistance 
movements against the federal government of Canada, 
for which he was executed in 1885. Lastly, Dunja 
Kova  evi  ’s review assesses five recently published 
YA novels that focus on “sick girls”—the quotation 
marks are crucial, since in some of the novels, young 
people who may or may not identify as girls are unjustly 
pathologized in accordance with dominant norms and 
values. While Kova  evi   characterizes all of these texts 
as important interventions in a world in which young 
people are compelled to squeeze their selves into 
constraining categories, she is critical of their tendency 
to reinforce neoliberal ideologies.
The approaches taken to children’s literatures and 
cultures in this issue seem critically important now 
more than ever, as we face what threatens to be a bleak 
period in American—and, therefore, world—history. 
As I write this editorial, the anger provoked by Trump’s 
win has not abated despite the Electoral College 
having confirmed it on 19 December 2016: anti-Trump 
protests, campaigns, and commentaries continue, if not 
with the same intensity as those which immediately 
followed the election then with the same determination 
to highlight the danger and injustice of a racist 
misogynist leading the United States. The bombardment 
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of Aleppo, Syria; the lorry attack on a crowded Berlin 
Christmas market in Germany; and the violent clashes 
between President Joseph Kabila’s security forces and 
protesters in Kinshasa, the capital of the Democratic 
Republic of Congo, help round out the picture of our 
current global dystopia.10 There is an urgency  
to cultivate critical literacy through children’s texts  
that push boundaries, model powerful forms of 
community leadership and activism, and invite  
young readers to think of those whose identities and 
practices they may perceive as radically different from 
their own.
Notes
 1 Trump made the remarks in 2005 during a private conversation 
with TV host Billy Bush on the set of NBC’s Days of Our Lives in 2005. 
Having, unbeknownst to Trump, been caught on a hot mic, the remarks 
resurfaced on 7 October 2016 and immediately went viral. For details 
see Fahrenthold.
 2 In Colonial Childhoods: The Juvenile Periphery of India 1850–1945, 
Sen points out that the perception of all Indians as “children” posed 
a problem when it came to actual Indian children. How does one 
conceive of the Indian child when all Indian adults are thought of as 
children? The resolution to this dilemma was the conception of the 
anti-child, that is, the child so deviant from European constructions 
of childhood that it could not be thought of as a child at all: “Even 
as some colonial observers ‘discovered’ the native child, the sites of 
discovery produced a widespread conviction that ‘native childhood’ 
was an oxymoron. Reformatories, boarding schools and authoritative 
texts were energized by the putative plasticity of the child, but they were 
also paralyzed by an articulation of difference that implied that native 
children were essentially small, perverse adults” (1). The figure of the 
anti-child in Sen’s work, however, functions differently than it does in 
this editorial, in which I use it to describe Trump’s childish yet adultishly 
perverse behaviour. In Colonial Childhoods, the anti-child speaks to the 
ways in which colonialism’s culture destabilized already fragile models 
of childhood.
 3 Lee Edelman had already made this point in 2004, in his book 
No Future: Queer Theory and the Death Drive, although it served 
an altogether different argument. Referencing the minor controversy 
that erupted when Bill Clinton, hoping to capitalize on the perpetual 
innocence and inherent virtue of the figure of the child, appeared next 
to his wife and daughter in a series of ads supporting the Coalition for 
America’s Children in 1997, Edelman argues, 
  Such “self-evident” one-sidedness—the affirmation of a value so  
  unquestioned, because so obviously unquestionable, as that of the  
  Child whose innocence solicits our defense—is precisely, of course,  
  what distinguishes public service announcements from the partisan  
  discourse of political argumentation. But it is also, I suggest, what  
  makes such announcements so oppressively political—political not  
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  in the partisan terms implied by the media consultant, but political in  
  a far more insidious way: political insofar as the fantasy subtending the 
  image of the Child invariably shapes the logic within which the  
  political itself must be thought. (chapter 1) 
The Child, capitalized in Edelman’s book to underline how it functions 
as an idealized figure antithetical to actual children, always haunts 
politics, only in the case of Trump, the rebellious figure of the child takes 
precedence. Trump is not the adult that promises to protect the idealized 
Child; he is the child that promises to bring down an all-too-adult 
establishment. Read against Edelman’s argument, Trump appears doubly 
perverse, for in his simultaneous embodiment of the rebellious child and 
his refusal to root for the perpetually innocent and inherently virtuous 
child, he taints the very image of resistance that No Future locates on the 
side of those not “fighting for the children”—the side where one might 
find “the impossible project of a queer oppositionality that would oppose 
itself to the structural determinants of politics as such, which is also to say, 
that would oppose itself to the logic of opposition” (chapter 1).
 4 See, for example, Smith.
 5 For more information about the Creepy Clown Craze see Chan; 
McGann and Said-Moorhouse; and Russell.
 6 In her comments on this editorial, my fellow editor Louise Saldanha 
drew attention to the ways in which the politics of race determine the 
roles of Obama and Biden in these memes. She asks, “do racialized 
males have the privilege of being endeared as naughty boys?” Her 
question suggests that there is more to this saccharine interracial 
bromance than meets the eye.
 7 See, for example, Colarossi, Fund, and Moore.
 8 The Salaita affair describes the debates that ensued when Steven 
Salaita’s offer of a tenured appointment at the University of Illinois was 
withdrawn in 2014. The rationale was that the university’s wealthy donors 
objected to a series of “uncivil” tweets made by Salaita in which he 
criticized the actions of the Israeli government. For more details about the 
affair see Palumbo-Liu.
 9 Of course, the election of Trump makes this a hollow victory as most 
expect that his administration will favour Energy Transfer Partners and 
Sunoco Logistics, the two companies behind the Dakota Access Pipeline. 
Fearing a reversal of the decision to re-route the pipeline at the time of 
writing, many protesters remain at the camp. For details see Wong.
 10 Social media has made it possible to have an idea of what people in 
distant places are experiencing. During the 14 December bombardment 
of Aleppo, many of the city’s civilians used Twitter to bear witness and 
plead for help. See Watters for details.
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